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“In a multimedia world adults have less time to talk and listen to children, but 
children need to talk to learn and grow.”

“Reading and writing float on a sea of talk…”

Sue Palmer



Our aim today is to:

• Explain how we teach phonics (Sounds-write) and reading in EYFS

• Give you ideas on how to support your child at home

• Have time for questions at the end of the session

‘Good parenting and high quality early learning together provide the 
foundation children need to make the most of their abilities and talents as 
they grow up.’ EYFS Statutory Framework, 2014 



•Phonics is: 

Knowledge of the 
alphabetic code + Skills of segmentation 

and blending 



Sounds write programme – why? 

• Consistent approach
• Focus on skills needed to read and write and the conceptual knowledge 
• Slowing learning down to really embed knowledge and skills
• Very clear and precise vocabulary used to teach the sounds and symbols.
• Teaches children the code needed to become a confident 

reader/writer/speller. 
• It aims to build children's speaking and listening skills in their own right as 

well as to prepare children for learning to read by developing their phonic 
knowledge and skills. 

• It sets out a detailed and systematic programme for teaching phonic skills 
for children starting at the age of four, with the aim of them becoming 
fluent readers by age seven.



Conceptual knowledge



Key skills 



Precise language we need to use when 
teaching our phonics lessons 
• Pure sound (e.g. no ‘uh’ on the end of sounds)

• Different spellings for the sound….. 

• What sound does this spell in …. E.g /ea/ in great

• Spelling voice e.g huff  

• 2 letters one sound 

• Stopping to explain language 

• Curly c and kicking k – same sound different spelling 

• Gesturing left to right 



Pronunciation

* When helping your child it is really important to have the correct 
pronunciation of the sounds, for example:    

C – a – t could become cerater if pronounced incorrectly c(er) a t(er) 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwJx1NSineE

Sounds-write app

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwJx1NSineE


Multi sensory approach to teaching:

* Physically 
* Movement with whole body
* Whiteboards 
* Flashcards
* Visual 
* Typical phonics lesson 



Reading – definition and how we teach 
reading 
• Children learn to read best when they feel confident and secure and 

when they are given a meaningful context and the material is 
relevant. 

• Active involvement – handling it, hearing it, saying it and seeing it. 

• Sensory motor approach – eg. left to write, visual discrimination of 
letter shapes 

• Auditory discrimination of sounds in speech 

• We want children to overlearn  



How do we teach reading at HISN?

EYFS Year 1 Year 2

• Phonics 
• Daily story 
• Daily singing/rhyme 
• Class teddy – reading focus 
• Helicopter stories 
• Role play area/small world 
• Mystery reader 
• Reading scheme books 
• Story books sent home – open 

library 
• Audio books 
• Focus text 
• Focus author 
• Talk scaffolds 
• Workshops and curriculum 

evenings 

• Phonics 
• Daily story 
• Singing 
• Focus text for literacy 
• Reading scheme books
• Talk scaffolds 
• Workshops and curriculum 

evenings 
• Oxford reading buddy 
• Teaching through topic
• Drama 
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Pace of Sounds Write and what this means for 
Hampton Infants 
Nursery

Lots of interesting language work one can do which 

will also provide a solid base from which to begin 

teaching reading and writing later. 

read and tell lots and lots of stories, as well as 

informational texts. 

Spend huge amounts of time talking and listening and 

learning simple poems and songs by heart. Then 

there is the drawing, sticking, painting and other such 

activities which are terrific fun and help to promote 

good fine-motor control skills.

Until children reach the age of about four – and clearly 

some children show willingness earlier and some 

children later – they often find it difficult to connect 

sounds to spellings. Remembering the differences 

between the abstract squiggles on the page and 

linking them to the sounds of the language can be 

quite challenging for children at this age. 



Initial code 



Extended code 



Groups of spellings, for example: ai sound 
and different ways to spell this sound 



Differentiation 

Easier More challenge 

Continuants (man) Obstruent's (tap) 

Shorter words e.g. cvc, vcc Longer words cvcc, ccvc

Using lines No lines 

More emphasis with your spelling voice Less emphasis 

Lots of gestures Fewer gestures 

Lots of supportive script Straight to building words – less supportive script 

Lesson 4: Leave the word on display Lesson 4: Take the word away 



How we teach phonics in Nursery
• Whole body listening

• Environmental sounds

• Instrumental sounds

• Rhythm and rhyme

• Alliteration

• Syllables

• Body percussion

• Voice sounds

• Singing songs



How we teach phonics in Reception

• Word building 

• Reading and spelling words 

• Sound swap 

• Symbol search 

• Dictation 



Everyday words 

High frequency words: 
• Decodable words: 

Most frequently used words in English language. 
Mostly phonetically plausible. 

Reading scheme 



Ideas for ‘everyday words’

Ideas for ‘everyday words’

• Whilst out and about go ‘word spotting’

• Play guess the word –write a tricky word on child’s back with your finger

• Play dominoes or pairs or snap with words

• Count how many times you can find a particular word in a reading book 

• Ask children to write the word with different objects e.g. toy cars, beads, 
stickers

• Use magnetic letters, e.g. give children letters ‘t’, ‘h’, ‘e’, ‘i’ and ‘n’ –ask them 
to spell ‘the’ 



Please…… 

• Read to your children as often as you can.

• Talk to your children about the books you share.

• Sing songs and nursery rhymes with your children.

• Allow time for your child to read to you.

• Be interested in language and words –have an interesting 
word place at home.

• Play ‘I spy’ to practise initial sounds.

• Make it an enjoyable experience, keep it fun! 



How to help your child read a word

• Which letter sounds do you recognise? Can you blend them together?

• Does the word make sense? Read the sentence again to check.

• Is it a word you know? What is the first sound?

• Have you read the word before? Is it on another page?

• Are there any bits of the word you recognise?

• Miss out the word, say ‘mmmm’, finish the sentence. Then go back and work out 
what the word was.

• Always go back and read the sentence again!

• Resist the urge to tell your child the word instantly. Helping them to work it out 
for themselves enables them to develop the skills to work it out for themselves 
independently next time and become a fluent and confident reader.



https://www.udemy.com/course/help-your-child-to-read-and-
write/learn/lecture/7409274#overview

This is a useful website where there are videos that show you 
how we teach activities from Sounds-Write. 

https://www.udemy.com/course/help-your-child-to-read-and-write/learn/lecture/7409274#overview


Thank you and any questions? 


